February Newsletter

Mr McKrekor here....
First day of 2017, like anything changes just because we flipped the calender..... but that is what people
like to believe so let's go with that.
Lilian drove to town, as always , with me in tow. She mentioned to her passenger that things felt weird
and he agreed. A Red-Father-Hawk followed her...he must not have seen me because they have known
to attack a little fella like me and I was a bit nervous... Traffic lights were out on Olympia and they had
snuck an oil-train in on the town. Guess no-one was looking for a fracking oil train on a holiday and
with that they “ People of Olympia” were outsmarted and it kept protesters away.
A blue small SUV cut in front of Lilian and the bumper-sticker read” When People lead the leaders
will follow. Lilian thought that was a crazy sticker with our new President and all...but it got better.
Another sticker: EVE WAS SET UP.. Oh, Oh here it comes....I wish she, Lilian would quit doing this,
stop people to ask questions. It is a nice little town, the Capitol of Washington State , but in this day
and age you have to be careful with all the shooting etc going on everywhere. And there she goes....
gesturing for the woman in the SUV to pull over and SHE did. How ya doing? Nice Bumpersticker.
Did you have a nice New Year?” Hi there...I did and thank you.” Here is Lilian, I knew it, I knew it!
What does EVE was set up mean? “Beats the hell out of me I just thought it was logical... There you
have it, they got back in the cars and went on their merry way.
It was so cold, snow on the mountains, Ice and on pavement and one of the prettiest Sunsets I have
seen.... I was so happy when Lilian went home to feed the cat, she said and of course there was a bit of
food for me also. Nothing fancy, she just threw my food out of the front door. Wonder what she was
thinking.
Inauguration Day came and true to their word MANY people joined the boycott on TV and refuse to
watch to keep down the TV ratings in protest of Donald Trump becoming President. I was puzzled, as
much as I can be puzzled... remember now I am a Crow... Lilian got in the car, me in tow and to the
movie she went. Imagine how complected it was for me to sneak by the checker and hide between the
seats without anyone noticing me. Champ Crow that I am I managed somehow...undetected and
indulged in the movie.... not sure if indulged is the proper word....hanging out with Lilian taught me to
just go with the flow of flight....she makes up words and expect people to know what she means.
People were crunching on their treats and talked about the new Laws in effect since the first day of the
New Year. Only driving in the right lane unless passing. Very funny, Lilian does that all the time and
people tease her. They say she drives like and old Lady, guess what. She never has to worry about a

ticket now.
The Rumor of having the Power Grit having been hacked my Russia did not hold true and the
conversion shifted to reincarnated Crusators, Templars and young people being upset with the
Illuminati. How am I suppose to relate to THAT? I have positioned myself behind a shoe the lady next
to Lilian kicked of, great hiding place. Aha, now I get it. The lady recognized my friend from her TV
Show and they are actually talking about the Show Ancient Aliens Season 9, Episode 3 and comparing
it to present day aggressiveness of people who don't think the way some believe the world should
function.
The movie has started. HIDDEN FIGURES.... the story of the 30 Afro American woman which
worked as “HUMAN COMPUTERS” for NASA, calculating all figures needed to get America to the
moon.
I am so fascinated what the human species can accomplish when they set their mind to it, at the same
time it is amazing how competitive they are....at ALL cost. Guess I should not say that; we Crows are
survival oriented also and we are thieves. We like shiny things and have been known to fly off with
things not belonging to us. But if you think about it, we don't know the difference we use what is
available and laying around. We just park ourselves where we please and do what we do, which
reminds me, what am I going to do if I have to poop. ...
John Glenn insist on using the figures of the women to allow himself to be shot off into space.... Lilian
is doing a low crawl to get to the Latrine.... it is a long movie and my problem is solved. After I worked
myself back to the show I was hiding in I thought I felt a little shaky, as it turned out later I found out
there had been a few earthquakes over a period of a few days. At least it my shakiness was not from
the droppings of popcorn on the Theater floor....remember I take things where I find it.

Lilian fills a large trashcan on rollers with firewood. She keeps it on the porch my the front-door, so
that is where I will sit for a while and eavesdrop on all the going no's. I can see through the window
and make sure I am not missing anything. Inauguration is done and OH, OH here it comes.
Someone is airing photos from President Obama's Inauguration and today;s festivities. Guess it
worked in more ways than one, not too many people. Using Fair Use I will show you the picture.

Top is 2008, bottom is 2017. Our new President is VERY upset and at a later time demands a new
picture. According to him in what is called Alternative Facts.....the new phrase of the year I am sure,
he feels that he had the LARGEST ATTENDANCE EVER.
January 21st was the day of the WOMEN March, It is said over 3 million women, some men along
with children marched in protest all over the country. Many Cities in other countries also participated.
There was no unrest or arrest, an unheard occurrence as far as I heard. It is amazing what people can
accomplish in Unity. Suppose they are taking lessons from my Brothers when traveling South for the
Winter? On the other hand I heard Lilian tell someone she saw Canadian Geese fly North, trying to get
away from the Chaos of the Election I wonder? Well, that was not nice for me to say but I am a Crow,

so I can think what I want, I live by a different set of rules. Rather orderly I might add.

Lilian is famous for knowing where all the public Restrooms are in town, so it was only natural for her
to do her part for the March in Washington D.C. And find a map to post of all the restroom on the
marcher's route, since she is in no shape to march anywhere.

In Olympia 10,000 marched and this is what one of Lilian;s relative wrote:

"I marched because I can. I marched because a lot of women can’t, even if you don’t see them. I
marched for women of privilege, women who don’t have shit, women who are raising awesome
children with their same-sex partner who has to legally adopt the child that is biologically hers, and
might find herself spontaneously unmarried in the eyes of the Supreme Court. I marched for women
who need reproductive healthcare of any kind. I marched for the 17-year old pregnant girl who dropped
out of school to sort my clothes at the dry cleaners for $7.25/hour. She has to quit when the baby comes
because she doesn’t get any time off, paid or otherwise. Her next job will be minimum wage, too,
because she hasn’t gotten her GED yet and doesn’t know if she can get in the night school program
because she’ll need someone to stay with her newborn. I marched for the woman who was raped in
college and still hasn’t even told her best friend, after all these years."
Here is a peace of paper with addresses on it about the March around the world AND a video timelaps
from the protests in Seattle WA. https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/videos/1309514549116874/?
pnref=story
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/01/21/world/womens-march-pictures.html?smid=fbnytimes&smtyp=cur&_r=
I am so in thought, the mailman almost caught me peeping in the window. He finally delivered Lilian;s
heart medicines. They were delayed by 3 weeks because because the Lady at WESTERN UNION
convinced her a WU Money Order was being honored all around the world. It was NOT TRUE.
Western Union does NOT sell International Money Orders. It too 4 weeks for the momey to be
returned, when Lilian was attempting to get a refund by canceling the MO she was told it would take
30 days, a fee of $15 plus mailing has to be included. It was urgent for her to receive her pills so she
submitted the order a second time and was without Medication. SO DON'T DO IT! Purchase your
International Money Orders at the US Postal Service!
All the Hoopla and for the second time in a year Lilian missed a Doctor;s Appointment do to a Weather
Event. The fist time a windstorm and the second an Ice Storm. She was told to find a new provider
because she canceled twice in 6 month. She was able to keep her appointment with her Cardiologist
and was told that it is ILLIGAL to deny a patient service because of an act of Nature, even under the
Affordable Care Act, what everyone refers to as Obama Care. President Trump to the rescue in form of
MANY totally damaging Presidential Executive Orders, which in many peoples opinion are practically
dismantling the world as we know it. STAY TUNED!
I managed to see a clip on Television where President Trump teases everyone with a letter he said
President Obama left for him, but he was not telling what it said. I wonder if that is a copy of a letter
Lilian is passing around to some of her friends after a discussion about secure they use to feel with the
44th President, even when sleeping people felt he had their back. That feeling is gone and everyone is
suffering from a new Syndrome which manifests in Depression, FEAR, Uncertainty, Anxiety and Panic
Attacks. Imagine, even the time on the Doomday Clock was changed. The clock is now the closest it's
been to midnight since the 1950s, with scientists citing "alternative facts" and threat of nuclear arms.
One can feel the the restlessness in the air. People and yes, us animals also have an uneasiness about us
which is hard to explain. Like sensing a storm except it is not in physical site yet. A premonition of
something and it results in ill-feeling, lack of patience and rudeness. People can't sleep and act out
doring their waking hours some without realizing how it effects everything including nature.
Sometimes I wish I could share a little knowledge of the mechanics of the way nature is part of reality
for us animals and people most Humans have lost the ability to follow their instinct. Imagine, they are
now worried about Robots taking their jobs. I kid you not, I heard it on the News.

I got so sidetracked...here is the letter.

Scientists talk about Time-rifts,unfortunately President Trump took down MANY of the websites that
are regular information centers for may who have followed such subjects for years. I so hope a list of
the total amount and meaning of the new reality we are facing. Maybe next month. I also like to
mention that the promised report of the UFO Sighting in Guatemala is not available at this time, still
waiting.
Due to Global Warming it is snowing in Afrika. The Sahara is white instead of the reddish gold color
the sand usually looks like. Lilian;s Friend Saada from Batna, Algeria shared her new hair dress with
her.

Lilian's Aberional friends living in the NT of Australia send out a call for help. indigenousX
Hi all,
Thank you all so much for your concern and generosity. The response has been overwhelming, and
unexpected. I've spoken with Sherrie at the
Kalumburu Remote Area Health Service and she has requested everybody please refrain from calling
with their enquiries. It's a health clinic and they're flat out busy, and are being distracted by the
telephone calls.
However they are still accepting donations of the items below:
-Size 0 to 1 babies (as new born babies basically don't have anything to wear)
-Underwear of all types
-Summer kids cs, tops and skirts for older ladies (big sizes only)
-Men's shirts, T-shirts and cargo shorts in large or XL
-Towels, single linen sheets & pillowcases
-Thongs all sizes (not for toddlers) clothes in all sizes as many only have one change of clothes

-Large cotton dresses

Here is a wonderful Video which explains what Skin Names actually mean. I know several people who
have adopted a Native name, sometimes unauthorized, but maybe it is the changing to other realities
some humans need to get through this very hard adjustment time.
Skin Name
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EG3ZaBs6m1U
Lilian's Family lost a member in January.

.
Damon Lamont Byrd age 51 passed away January 4, 2017. He was born September 24, 1965 in
Monterey, California

Lilian had such a connection to Damon, he was the most gentle soul she met in many years and she
always talks about having danced with him at her Granddaughter's wedding. Her sadness is great.
Another loss was when a friend was fatally injured walking on the highway on a stormy night,
Clifford Shirley was all but 45 years old.

The neighborhood cat is on the prowl, I had better move to higher ground. This cat can climb with a
speed seldom witnessed. I will Daydream of Spring, a girlfriend perhaps? I will imagine a light at the
end of a tunnel...Oh Oh. Here she comes with a mouse in her grip... I guess I am safe...this time...
And So Will You.

Love and Light
Mr McKrekor
Here are a few things of interest:

The Obama Years with Brian Williams
http://www.hulu.com/watch/1022989
SNL said good bye to PREZ and it is moving
http://crooksandliars.com/2017/01/snl-says-goodbye-president-obama-singing
A visit to Mt Rainer in one of Lilian;s shows , something to relax to.
s://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r4fvq4gHQtQ&list=PLFE0F641428192C90

